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The note deals with a class of self-dual binary codes contain:ng extremal doubly-even codes 
for lengths 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 and 64. For most of them, our construction also provides a simple 
method for calculating the distance of the code. To our knowledge, this is the fhst example of a 
(64,32, 12) extremal doub’y-even self-dual code. 
The Galois field GF(2”‘) is denoted by F or F201i. A (n, k, d) code over F has 
length n, dimension k, minimum distance exactly d and is a subspace of F” over F, 
The binary image of a vector (x,, . . . , x,,) with respect to a basis of F over F2 is 
the mn-tuple obtained by mapping each Xi into the IV-tuple of its coordinates. 
A trace-orthogonal basis (T.O.B.) of F is a basis such that tr(yi 7/i) = 1 if i = j and 
tr(yi yj) = 0 if i f j. The binary image of a self-dual code over I? v:ith respect to a 
T.O.B. is a self-dual code (see [2], [S], and [8]). For F= F4 the binary image of a 
self-dual code is always a self-dual code. In this paper we shall take the following 
T.O.B.‘s: 
(a3, (Y6, c?) forP,withar”+a+l=O, 
((Y3, cy’. cu 12, a 13) for F16 with 6x4+ a + 1 = 0, 
(0”. a! Y (Y2Y (Y9, Q! 9 for F32 with a5+cr2+f =O, 
( (y’, (x 11, lx2’, (y43, ass, a6’) for 64 with &)+CY.+l=O. 
e let G be the additive group of FTr and let G be the @-OUP algebra 
. If g = {g,, . . . , g,,}, then an elernent CgFG xR-Kq is identified with 
kg,, l l l , x&. Let H be a hyperplane 
and let x be an element of 
x2 = 0 and CnEH *cR = 1. 
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of G co qsidered as a vector space over 
that: 
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The code gener ated by x is a se!f-dual principal ideal c f FG called a H-code. 
(This construction was introduced by P. Camion [l] who studied the case of F2G 
and can be generalised to the case of F2”%G.) 
Kz=22” - 1, g\Jr) = n~~;1)‘2 (X -a’) is a generator for a Reed-Solomon code C 
(see [3] and [6]). P. Camion observed that a simple Fourier Transform argument 
shows thie extended code e is a self dual code. J. Wolfmann proves the code e 
over F to be equivalem. to a H-code, which is a principal ideal of FF. The details 
will appear in :I forth-coming paper. 
2. Resul& 
The notations used hereafter can be found in V. Pless [6] and N. J. A. Sloane 
[7]; proofs can be fould in [5]. Let FG = F2111F2r. We have the following results: 
(1) The binary ima;;es of all H-codes over FzBllF4, m E (2, . . . ,6} with respect to 
the T.O.B. introduced above, are equivlaent to the codes A8, B12, (Ag)2, F16, So, 
F24, V24, T24 and G24. 
(2) The binary images of all ,q -codes over F,F, and F,F, with respect to all the 
basis of F4 over F2 and the T.Q.B. of F8 are equivalent to (A8)2, Fr6, (A8)3, (B12)2, 
G24, Z24, 024, and M2+ (G2, was found by .I. Wolfmann to be a member of that 
class of binary images [8]). 
(3) The binary image of the H-code over F16F8 with generator 
(1,0,0,0,1,c-w’“,ar”, (Y”), with respect to the T.O.B. introduced above, is an 
extremal doubly-even self-dual code with length 32. 
(4) The binary image of the H-code over F32Fs with generator 
(LO, o,o, 1, CYST (Y14, a21), with respect to the T.O.B. introduced above, is an 
extremal doubly-even self-dual code with length 40. 
(5) The binary image oi the code e over FS with respeci. to the T.O.B. 
introduced above is equivalent to the Golay code [4]. 
(6) The binary image of the code c over F16 with respect to the T.O.B. 
introduced above is an extremal doubly-even sef-dual code with kjarameters 
(64,32, 12). 
That result will be developed in a paper submitted for publication in I.E.E.E. 
Information Theory. 
(7) The bin ary image of the code e over F32 with respect to the T.O.B. 
introduced above is a doubly-even self-dual code with parameters (160, I%) P) 
and D E {20,24,28!. 
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